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Whether it’s knitting heritage
pieces with colorful yarn or using
nail polish to illustrate fairytale
scenes, a new generation of quirky
creatives in Singapore is bringing
art to the masses
By Dana Ter
Photography Juliana Tan
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AS THE LATE AFTERNOON
MONSOON CLEARS THE SKIES
ABOVE K AMPONG GLAM,
the last slivers of daylight illuminate the
gold dome atop the 90-year-old Masjid
Sultan. The mosque’s speakers emit a
sonorous prayer, signaling buka puasa,
the breaking of the fast during Ramadan,
while the smell of crisp goreng pisang
(batter-fried bananas) drifts past the
colorful shophouses along North Bridge
Road. Behind one of these windows, in a
snug third-floor attic, Kelly Lim stores
balls of rainbow-colored yarn in fishingnet hammocks strung from hooks on the
walls. The 27-year-old crochet artist,
known in Singapore’s art circles as Kelly
Limerick, wears her long hair in pastel
green dreads made with braided yarn,
rolled up into two buns held in place by
sticks with dangling baby-doll figurines at
the tips.
Every nook and cranny of Lim’s crawlspace-turned-studio is covered in yarn: A
hot pink crochet creature with bulging
eyeballs fills a chair, a pastel orange web
is spun across the ceiling and giant-sized
furry dragons guard the stairs. The
dragons were part of a yarn-bombing
installation piece commissioned by
Singapore’s National Heritage Board in
2017, and displayed at the Indian Heritage
Centre, Malay Heritage Centre and Sun
Yat Sen Nanyang Memorial Hall. It drew
much attention to Lim’s work and she
now has over 10,000 Instagram followers.
LOST IN THIS FAIRYTALE YARN-WORLD,
it’s hard to believe that the metropolis of
5.6 million people is known for its hypermodernity and spick-and-span streets. A
five-minute walk down the road is the
mammoth silver-splashed Andaz hotel and
the palatial, gold-hued Parkview Square
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skyscraper. For better or for worse, the
arts, too, get a similarly glitzy treatment.
The city-state is home to the magnificent,
green-domed National Gallery Singapore
and other major institutions, not to
mention dozens of heritage centers and
private galleries. There is also the highprofile Singapore Biennale with original
commissions by regional and international
artists, and Singapore Art Week, where
digital media and even street art are
celebrated. A National Arts Council
report from 2016 noted that 85% of the
arts in Singapore is government-funded.
But quirky, community-oriented work
using non-traditional mediums is a rare
treasure, and slowly but surely, artists like
Lim are engaging Singaporeans in a new
and intimate way.
LIM, WHOSE OUTFITS LAYER
elaborately patterned kebayas and
billowing capes accessorized with
crochet sling pouches, has always
stood out in a crowd, although it’s just
recently that her work has caught the
public’s attention. While other artists
use acrylic, watercolors and spray cans,
Lim has chosen the non-traditional
THIS SPREAD,
CLOCKWISE FROM
BOTTOM LEFT
Kelly Lim's first crochet
piece, a Hello Kitty doll;
Masjid Sultan in
Kampong Glam;
crochet artist Lim in her
Kampong Glam studio
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medium of crochet. She was working as a
designer for an advertising agency a few
years ago when disillusionment
compelled her to knit Pikachu hats and
place them on statues along the
Singapore River in Clarke Quay on April
Fool’s Day; when she returned a few
hours later, the hats had been removed.
“There’s not a lot of room to pursue
things that society deems weird or
different,” Lim says. She explains that
Singapore’s broad upper-middle-class,
top-notch education system and political
and economic stability make it easier for
many to follow a set path. “We have the
money and resources to do what we
want, but it’s also because of this that
we’re complacent and don’t end up
taking creative routes,” Lim elaborates.
“Life is so comfortable that there’s
nothing to fight for.”
A small tattoo of a slipknot – the first
step of any crochet piece – on her left
arm reminds her of what she has fought
for. She’s come a long way, having
recently yarn-bombed entire exhibition
halls and outdoor spaces in the Asian
Civilisations Museum and the National
Gallery Singapore.
“Other kids had violin and ballet
lessons; my mom and I made origami out
of newspaper,” Lim recalls of her humble
upbringing. When she was seven, she
followed her mother to a crochet class
and was mesmerized. “As a child, looking
at a ball of yarn and needle, thinking what
can I make from this, then seeing a toy
materialize – it was just so fulfilling.”
Her first crochet piece, a ragtag
white-and-blue Hello Kitty doll, sits
proudly on a shelf in her studio, next to
pendants, hair ornaments and
smartphone cases with little faces and
legs, which she also knits to sell online.
ANOTHER ARTIST WHO REFUSES TO
grow up is Clayrene Chan. In her secondfloor studio in an industrial building in the
northern suburb of Ang Mo Kio, a
20-minute drive from the glamorous
galleries of the city center, the 29-year-
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“
My dream as a little
girl was to be a princess.
Now I’m my own fairy godmother,
waving my magic wand

”

THIS PAGE
Clayrene Chan's
fashion illustrations

old fashion illustrator – who wears a gray
top with silver sequins – is carefully
applying a coat of sparkling gold nail
polish to a watercolor painting of a
maroon ballgown. Chan pours me a cup
of rose tea as we chat at an eight-seater
table where she conducts monthly nail
polish painting workshops. Pink roses sit
in a planter next to a tall shelf with rows
of nail polish, and beside it, a framed
painting of a dress painted to resemble
rose petals.
Chan, who grew up in Johor, Malaysia,
is known for her A3-sized illustrations of
exaggerated ballgown dresses done with
a watercolor base and nail polish finish.
“My dream as a little girl was to be a
princess,” Chan says matter-of-factly.

Despite her father’s wish for her to
take over the family’s metal rack
manufacturing business, Chan enrolled at
Singapore’s Nanyang Academy of Fine
Arts, where, for a performance piece, she
made edible art using cotton candy and
ate it. “I consumed my dream,” she says
with a chuckle.
Like Lim, Chan found opportunities for
fine art graduates dismal, so she took the
first job she was offered as a primary
school art teacher. While rinsing art
supplies one day, Chan was inspired by
the sight of watercolors running down
palettes. “I thought, how can I freeze this
fleeting image?” She had two bottles of
nail polish in her bag and experimented
with using them to paint later that
evening. After seeing her work, a friend
suggested she upload her pieces on
social media. “The idea was to treat
Instagram as a virtual gallery where I’m
the curator,” Chan explains.
Over time, Chan’s Instagram caught
the attention of clothing brands,
including fashion powerhouses Carolina
Herrera and Christian Louboutin, and in
2017, she founded fashion illustration
company Artclaytion. Today, she has
nearly 50,000 Instagram followers and
sells postcard-sized prints and monthly
planners, works on commissions for
buyers’ personal collections and does live
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THIS PAGE FROM TOP
Art supplies at Clayrene
Chan's studio; fashion
illustrator Chan at her
studio in Ang Mo Kio;
Chan paints a dress

drawings at fashion shows. Her
illustrations were displayed at the annual
Faber-Castell Art Festival in Singapore in
June and that same month, she attended
the Ulaanbaatar Fashion Week to
illustrate the VIP guests. Chan also tells
me that she will exhibit at the Wuhan
Fashion Art Festival in October.
However, she jokes that her father will
still ask if she can bring food to the table
by making art. “He’ll say, ‘Art can eat,
ah?’” Chan is unfazed; she adds: “Now I’m
my own fairy godmother, waving my
magic wand.”
SOUTHWEST OF ANG MO KIO’S
factories is Bukit Timah, a lush area of
town known for its 164ha rainforest
reserve, I’m welcomed by chirping
crickets at nearby Turf Club Road which
houses craft workshops, yoga studios and
grounds for horseback riding. Studio Why
Not, a children’s art school, is next to a
rabbit sanctuary. I remove my shoes and
meet found-object artist Pixin Weng, who
is dressed down in shorts and a collared
shirt, putting away glitter-speckled paper
“binoculars” her students made with
kitchen towel rolls.
“When I graduated from art school, I
was certain of one thing – I didn’t want to
create art that would be hung in a
gallery,” the thirtysomething says. Weng,
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THIS PAGE,
CLOCKWISE FROM RIGHT
Pixin Weng at Studio
Why Not; an art project
at the studio

who has sewn since she was a child, got
her start using secondhand clothing to
sew three-dimensional “doodles” of silly
creatures which she sold at her old
brick-and-mortar store, Doinky Doodles,
in Kampong Glam. “Clothing has elements
like ruffles or sleeves which you can
incorporate in your work, more so than a
flat piece of fabric market cloth.” Not all
customers appreciated the concept,
though – something which she ascribes to
the lack of thrifting culture in Singapore.
“People would say, ‘That’s been worn
before? Gross!’”
After running Doinky Doodles for seven
years, Weng experienced burnout and
closed her store to shift focus from the
commercial side of art to a more
educational approach. Along with other
teachers at Studio Why Not, she now
works with children to create collages
and picture books with recycled items
such as cardboard paper and flowers and
leaves collected from the Turf Club’s
grounds. “We want to show kids that art
isn’t just drawing a perfect image on a
white piece of paper,” Weng explains.
They’ve recently started to host
workshops for adults, too, including a
fun-named “Weird-And-Wild” bouquetmaking workshop, and have been trying

HIGH TECH IS THE NEW RETRO
Crafts not your thing? Here are three digital illustrators whose works
ﬂ esh out the quirks of living in the Lion City

Anngee Neo
This artist's work depicts a
different side to the citystate. For instance, Neo's
sticker book, Hawpocalypse,
shows people in hawker
centers selling tissues
and rummaging through
trash cans amid a nuclear
explosion that has caused
food to mutate. anngee.sg

Lee Xin Li

Esther Goh

This architect-turned-artist
creates semi-abstract 3D
maps of different Singapore
neighborhoods. His giantsized prints consist of
minute detail, including
references to local pop
culture and Lee’s own
childhood memories.
leexinli.com

Esther Goh creates
GIFs and digital prints.
Her latest artwork was
an interactive wall at
Singapore Changi Airport
of animated birds flying
among iconic landmarks in
the city to mirror the freespirited nature of travel.
esthergoh.co
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“
There's not a lot of
room to pursue things
that society deems
weird or different

”
THIS PAGE, FROM LEFT
Children work on a
project; children's artwork
at Studio Why Not

to conduct more of such activities. “It’s
tough,” Weng says. “People can’t think
of adults who would be interested, and
those who are don’t have the time.”
Inspired by wreaths, princess dresses
and yarn animals, after leaving the studio,
I make a detour at a toy shop to buy six
small buckets of Play-Doh. Once home, I
stick my fingers inside a bucket, not
minding the dough-like grime clinging to
my nails. Intent on creating a colony of
pink Play-Doh flower-creatures, I wonder
why I haven’t done this in 20 years.

SINGAPORE

Experience a heartwarming,
world-class journey with
the country’s first and only
4-Star Airline. PAL's A330
tri-class flies daily between
Manila and Singapore.

Website: philippineairlines.com
Facebook: fb.com/flyPAL
Reservations (Manila): +63 2 855 8888
Swingaround tour package:
swingaround.philippineairlines.com
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